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Tackling Tax Fraud. The rationale for anti-fraud 

policy has traditionally been two fold, deterrence 

and punishment. There is a deterrent element, 

eliminating potential opportunities for fraud, and 

ensuring that taxpayers are aware of the 

consequences of non-compliance; and there is a 

punishment element, a guarantor of equity and 

fairness amongst taxpayers, ensuring that 

everyone pays their due share of tax.  Since 

2008/2009 much progress has been made on this 

front, including through increasing the use of new 

technologies, higher levels of administrative 

cooperation, and new transparency benchmarks. 

 

Tackling the Revenue Costs of Tax Fraud.  

Concurrently, since 2008/2009, new legislative and 

administrative practice measures have been 

adopted in many EU Member States, and more 

generally around the World, with the view to 

combat not fraud, but its costs.  Evidence of this 

phenomenon are the substantial increase in the 

size of penalties and surcharges, administrative 

formalism regarding tax obligations, and instances 

of third-party liability for tax fraud.  These 

developments indicate a departure from the 

traditional deterrence and punishment element, 

towards perception of anti tax fraud policy as an 

additional source of revenue, or as compensatory 

measures for the revenue lost through fraud. 

Anti Tax Fraud Policy 
Tackling Fraud Proportionally and Effectively 

Key points: 

 Tax fraud has significant costs beyond the 

obvious revenue loss, which militate in favour of 

its combat as a stand-alone phenomenon, namely 

taxpayers’ inequity, distortions to competition, and 

subsidised organised crime. 

 

 Third party liability for fraud where the 

taxpayer “knew or should have known” about 

fraud can be characterised as a 

responsabilisation of taxpayers for law 

enforcement, and is now a principle of EU VAT 

law. 

 

 Level of penalties and surcharges has increased 

significantly since the 2008/2009 financial crisis. 

The timing of these changes, the extremely high 

level of penalties, an excessive formalistic 

approach to tax obligations, and lack of 

prosecution in more complex cases, are all 

indicative of a departure from crime 

suppression and prevention in anti-tax fraud 

policy, towards crime management. 

Public finance 

concerns alone cannot 

govern anti-fraud policy, 

and in particular must not 

be used as a justification to 

dismiss the rule of law. 
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‘The global economic crisis had a significant impact in the UK 

surcharges and penalties system, intensifying the process 

towards a much tougher regime.’   
Professor Rita de la Feria  
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The EU Court’s Approach to Fraud 

This shift from tacking fraud to tackling the revenue costs of fraud has resulted in a staggering 

increase in litigation.  At the EU level, the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European 

Union (CJEU) confirms concerns over the legitimacy of this shift, with the Court consistently siding 

with the taxpayer. This can be demonstrated by looking at its approach to burden of proof in fraud 

cases. 

 

The approach to Burden of Proof 

The CJEU’s creation in Kittel and Recolta Recycling of the “knew or should have known” test to 

determine third party liability for fraud, has given rise to significant litigation as to who has the 

burden of proof.  As demonstrated in the diagram above, both in missing-trader fraud cases, and 

false invoices cases, the Court has consistently reiterated that the burden of proof falls upon the 

tax authorities; the onus of proof will only shift to the taxpayer where the price paid is lower than 

that paid in previous transactions, or lower than its market price (Federation of Technologies). 


